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INTRODUCTION 

Browning's poetic instinct revealed itself early 

in his life. At the age of five he v/as reading and 

writing, and, as he later remarked to Miss Barrett, he 

could never remember not writing rhymes, even though 

he knew they were nonsense at the time. As a boy he 

greatly enjoyed Byron, and at the age of twelve he 

made a collection of his "Byronic poems" under the 

title Incondita. His parents would have had them pub

lished but found no publisher willing, and the author 

destroyed the manuscript. Eliza Flower, hov/ever, had 

made a copy of them which she showed to 7?. J. Fox, 

editor of The Monthly Repository. He was impressed 

quite favorably by them and he remembered the boy's 

efforts as a poet. At the age of fourteen Browning 

came upon one of Shelley's volumes. There followed a 

complete devotion to this poet under whose influence 

Browning took on the role of the scoffer and the athe

ist. It was in this temper that he began his poem 

"Pauline", which was published anonymously in 1833. 

The author also sent twelve copies to Fox to be 



distributed for review« pox sent one of these to John 

Stuart Mill, v;ho returned it v/ith marginal comments 

and a critical summary in the end pages. This young 

critic saw the poem for what it v/as, and when Browning 

read Mill's comments he realized that he had exposed 

his soul to the public. This made the poem repugnant 

to him for the rest of his life. 

In the fall of the year 1834, Brov/ning began his 

pofe "Paracelsus", which appeared in 1835. This poem 

also had little reception but it did bring the author 

to the notice of some of the best literary men of the 

day, as ?/ordsworth, Dickens, Lander, and Carlyle. Up

on the appearance of ''Paracelsus", Macready, a promi

nent tragic actor of the day, asked Browning to write 

a tragedy for him. The effort to v;rite a successful 

play for the stage was begun immediately. Strafford 

was first finished, but it was acted only five times. 

Sordello appeared a little later, and it was another 

complete failure, also serving to destroy the author's 

beginnings as a poet. Having failed to secure the 

respect of the literary clique in London, he follov/ed 

the v;ay of the humble poet, publishing in 13t tie paper-

covered pamphlets, in an economical manner, those poems 

which make up his now famous Bells and Pomegranates 

series. This series was begun with '̂ Pippa Passes", 



a poem which brought him from out the shadow of his 

failure as a dramatist for the theatre, into the light 

of his own true genius as a poet. The theatre was 

definitely not his field, as Miss Barrett wisely ad

vised him later, although he did have dramatic abilities, 

which are reflected in his very best poems—his dramatic 

lyrics, dramatic romances, and dramatic monologues. In 

1843 he made another attempt to write a successful stage 

play and A Blot in the 'Scutcheon was produced at' 

Macready's theatre, v;ithout Macready in the cast. This 

play was acted only three times, it brought about a 

quarrel between the author and Macready which made them 

enemies from then on, and it greatly impaired his friend

ship with Forster, v;ho had encouraged him earlier. T/ith 

the exception of one last effort, Colombe's Birthday. 

he never again wrote for the stage. 

Browning was now a man of thirty-two, he was not 

at all popular as a poet, and, although v/e now realize 

that he had done some things v/orthy of recognition, he 

was keenly disappointed and felt that he had fallen far 

short of his own expectations. It was in this year, 1844, 

that Elizabeth Barrett included in a volume called Poems 

the poem *Lady Geraldine's Courtship". The poem v;as 

hastily written on a Saturday afternoon, but it contained 

one stanza v/hich led to the highly celebrated romance 

of its author and Robert Brovming: 

-T* • ' ^ » * 



Or at times a modem volume, 
^ ' Wordsworth's solemn thoughted idyl 

Hewitt's ballad-verse, or Tennyson's 
enchanted reverie. 

Or from Brovming seme 'Pomegranate' 
which, if cut deep down the middle. 

Shows a heart within blood-tinctured 
of a veined humanity. 1 

So grateful was Browning on reading his name linked 

with Wordsworth and Tennyson by one who was a prominent 

literary figure herself, that he wrote to Miss Barrett 

beginning; »'I love your verses with all my heart^ dear 

Miss Barrett,* and a little further on adding, "l do as 

I say, love these books with all my heart—and I love 

you too."2 Numerous letters followed this first one; 

finally he paid his first visit, and, as Miss Barrett 

herself remarked, "he never v/ent av;ay again". At this 

time she was thirty-nine years of age, six years older 

than he, and was what we might term a hopeless invalid, 

not because her illness, probably caused by a broken 

blood-vessel in the lung, was incurable; but because, 

confined to her dark room and guarded by a selfish, stem 

Puritan father, she"had done with living", as she wrote 

Browning later. Because of these physical conditions 

she felt that she could never contemplate marriage and 

thus become a burden to her husband; so when Browning 

' 1 Stanza xli. -
2 Harper and Brothers, The Letters of Robert 

Browning and Elizabeth Barrett Browning, 1926, I, 1-2. 
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declared, quite abruptly, that he loved her and wished 

to marry her, she insisted that if he returned again he 

must come only as a friend. He was patient and kind in 

gratifying her request, but the stealing inside the 

house in the absence of her father was not pleasing to 

the bold, straight forward Brov/ning, v/ho believed in 

meeting every obstacle face to face. One by one the 

barriers fell, however, and in the fall of the year 

1846, he persuaded her to marry him and escape to Italy 

where she might regain her health. 

For the next fifteen years they enjoyed the most 

beautiful companionship, enriched by their brilliance 

and profound understanding of one another. They spent 

their time, except for occasional visits to Paris and 

London, in the Villa of Casa Guidi in Florence. Al

though he did not write extensively, these years were 

happy and complete ones for the poet. Mrs. Browning*s 

health improved; a son was born to them who brought 

them both a great deal of pleasure. They made ex

cursions into music and art, v/hich formed a storehouse 

for a wealth of their finest poems. Mrs. Brovming was 

ever interested in the things he loved; in her he found 

a strengthening and guiding influence which lived on 

even after her death. 

Browning's married life enabled him to explore 



the depths of human love and its worth to the individual, 

a subject in which he believed profoimdly; in fact, 

probably no other poet has treated this subject more 

fully than he. He believed in obeying the impulse of 

love and that the neglect of this emotion causes the 

soul to wither and decay. Often he remarked to ?!rs. 

Browning that it would have been wrong if they had not 

married . Those poems v/hich give an intimate ';̂ limpse 

of Browning's love for his wife are alone sufficient to 

cause us to exalt him as a poet. Sir Henry Jones 'ex

presses the power of love in the poet's life: 

The removal of love from among Brovming »s themes 
would be the removal of his original, as well as 
his most valuable, contribution t^ our literature. 
It would have left the poet himself a man without 
a purpose in a universe v/ithout meaning. Love, 
the last resort, is the only article in his creed. 
For these reasons, the converf̂ ence of these lives 
into unity an̂ ^ their most intimate comminp-ling ever 
after, have an artistic meanin'̂  no less than an 
ethical interest, and they concern the literary 
critic not less than the biographer.'̂  

Browning, of all the poets of his day, was perhaps 

least anxious to lay before the world his inner life. 

3 Sir Henry Jones, "Robert Brô v̂nlng and izaizabeth 
Browning", quoted*̂  in the Cambrid.î e TMgtory ̂  ^^lish 
Literature, xiii, 55. 
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v/hich fact acco-unts largely for his dislike of his 

poem "Pnuline". It v;as his desire to be dramatical, 

and he succeeded in m.any instances in keeping his 

poems obiective. 

But, after all, a poet dips his pen in his ovm 
blood v/hen he writes v/hat the v/orld must read; 
if he be robbed of experience as a man, he 
stands more bare as a poet; and in the experi
ence of Robert and Elizabeth Brovming, there 

'^<' v/as one event paramount, one sovereign fact 
that lent meaning to all that followed. This 
T/as their discovery of one another and the 
unique perfection of their wedded life. 
Criticisms of the "̂ .rovminps and of their mean-
inn; to literatu.re dare not l̂s""ê ard or diso.ount 
a mutual penetration of personalities so intense 
as theirs, but must, in dê -̂.linp- v/ith the one, be 
av/are that he is dealing with the other as v/ell.4 

In considering Mrs. brovming»s influence on her 

husband's poetry, I do not mean that these poets practised 

at any time the lending or sharing of materials. They 

wrote independently, keeping their works from each other 

until they were ready to be published , she writing in 

an upstairs room, he v/orking dovmstalrs in the room v/here 

they had their meals. Each poet took every precaution 

not to influence the other v/hen a poem was being written. 

Through her v/or'̂ s, her deeds, and her very life, she im-

4 Ibid., p. 56 
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printed herself upon the poet's works, so that, as we 

read them, we read the fruits of her inspiration. Her 

influence is often too indirect and subtle to determine; 

however, I shall consider in this thesis her direct 

influence on her husband's poetry as viewed from two 

angles: first, the revisions made by Browning because 

of her criticisms sind comments; and second, those poems 

which were inspired by the poet's love for her and by 

his happy married life. 



REVISIONS OCCASIONED BY MISS BARRETT'S CRITICISMS 

Elizabeth Barrett's influence on the poetry of 

Browning began with her words of encouragement given 

when he had met with little favor among his critics 

and therefore was beginning to feel doubtful as to , 

whether his career as a poet could be followed success

fully. Browning, like every other poet of his day, had 

not been neglected by reviewers and critics. Everything 

that he had published had been thoroughly criticized; 

however, most of his criticism up to this time had been 

the type which suggested that he alter his entire course, 

which, as he himself knew, would have been fatal so far 

as his poetic genius was concerned. It is obvious that 

the critics of his day would not at first accept his 

works with any degree of enthusiasm. He represented 

a new, exciting, dynamic quality, which was distasteful 

to most people of his day. Furthermore, he refused to 

make any sort of Victorian compromise. He felt that he 

knew what he was about, whether he pleased his public 

or not, and that he could not well afford to depart 

from that which he instinctively desired to do. At this 

time, the encouragement he most needed was someone's full 
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acceptance of the general scheme of his poems, with 

criticisms directed only to the removal of minor, care

less errors, and obscure or jerky passages. It was this 

sort of critic that he found in Miss Barrett. Just as 

he was a poet who lived in advance of his day, she was 

his one critic who saw beyond her time, and was able to 

recognize that his rollicking, vigorous, lively manner 

in poetry would one day be most highly appreciated. Un

like most of his critics, she felt that this fresh, new 

treatment was the very thing he shoxild not sacrifice. 

With this encoxiragement from her, whom Browning ranked 

far above himself as a poet, he came to depend less and 

less on favorable reception from other critics, and fi

nally grew quite indifferent as to their reviews of his 

|«)tlms. With no bitterness in his heart he later watched 

the same public who had read his Men and Women with in

difference, heartily acclaim her "Aurora Leigh". It 

was she who was most imhappy because the public failed 

to see the true value of his poems. Later, when they 

had married and were living ih Florence, she wrote to 

Browning's sister, Sarianna: 

Nobody understands him except me, who am in 
the Inside of him and hear him breathe....I com
plain more about Robert-enly he does not hear me 
complain—to you I will say, that the blindness, 
deafness, and stupidity of the English public to 
Robert are amazing—while in America he is a power. 
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a writer, a poet—he is read—he lives in the 
hearts of the people.1 

Fortunately, Browning came to regard most of his critics 

with such indifference that they made almost no imprint 

upon his works. He seemed to have a remarkable ability 

for distinguishing those opinions of real value from 

those which were worthless to him and therefore should 

be ignored. Prances Russell, in her little book called 

One Word More on Browning^ relates this story: 

In his last London garden Browning kept a pair 
of geese, which he called Edinburgh and Quarterly, 
after that pair of vociferous magazines. Critics, 
he said, are human geese. They can only cackle 
when benevolent and hiss when malicious. He would 
admit, though, that the critical pond harbors 
other fowl. Occasionally thereon a duck dives 
adroitly and brings up a trophy, a swan swims grace
fully to the point.2 

In regard to his own early efforts as a poet, it is Miss 

Barrett who seems to "swim gracefully to the point." 

His respect for her as a critic may have been partially 

prompted by his love for her as a person; but probably, 

to a much greater extent, by her wisdom as a critic to 

encourage, rather than to hamper, his spontaneity and 

originality as a poet. That he woiQd have accepted from 

another person such criticisms as she gave we conclude 

from his own statement taken from a letter, written in 

1 Mrs. Sutherland Orr, Life and Letters of Brown
ing, Houghton Mifflin Company, N.Y., 1900, p. 340. 

2 P. 133. 
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1845, to thank her for her critical remarks: 

I thank you as well as I can fee this kind
ness and you know its value, too—how if there 
were another you In the world, who had sent me 
such a criticism, so exactly what I want and can 
use and turn to good; you know how I would have 
told you all about it and been svire of your 
synipathy and gladness.^ 

ISie criticism to which he refers had been included in 

a letter written to him just after she had finished 

reading five of his early poems which had appeared in 

Hood's Magazine in the spring of the year 1846. In the 

letter she says: 

-—Only I object a little to your tendency— 
which is almost a habit—of making lines difficult 
for the reader to read. Not that music is re-
qtiired everywhere, but that the uncertainty of 
rhythm throws the reader's mind off the rail—and 
interrupts his progress with you and your in
fluence with him.^ 

Unlike most of the poets of his day, including Miss 

Barrett, Browning had no desire to produce merely 

musical verse. His purpose rather was to stimulate 

his reader to think, and he showed exceptional genius 

in adapting his rhythm to the subject matter. "On the 

other hand. Browning, in his early lyrics, had a certain 

staccato Jerkiness, or which he subsequently cured 

3 Letters of Robert and Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning, I, 138. 

4 Ibid., pp. 134-35. 
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himself; and most readers will agree that his correspon

dent's (Miss Barrett's) criticisms are correct."5 

In the fall of the year 1845, Browning was engaged 

in preparing for the press those poems which were later 

published as Part VII of his Bells and Pomegranates. 

under the general title "Dramatic Romances and Lyrics". 

Five of these had appeared earlier in the year in Hood's 

Magazine, and Miss Barrett had read them there. Browning 

sent the rest to her in manuscript form, asking her criti

cisms on the entire group. These she gave loyally and 

honestly, ret\iming his manuscript with her annotations 

on the five poems which had appeared in the magazine: 

"The Tomb at Saint Praxed's", "The Flower's Name", "Sibran-

dus Schafnaburgensis", "The Laboratory", and "The Boy and 

the Angel", together with her suggestions as to the im

provement of those in the manuscript: "How They Brought 

the Good News from Ghent to Aix", "Pictor Ignotus", "Italy 

in England", "The Confessional", the first nine sections 

of "Saul", and the two plays, "A Soul's Tragedy" and 

"Loiria". The revised lines along with the original lines 

from these poems are given below. These are taken from 

a manuscript, consisting of 56 pages, octavo, found among 

her papers and included in the sale of the Browning Col-

5 Frederic G. Kenyon, "Of the Browning MSS?, quoted 
in Browning's Poetical Works. Macmillan Company, N.Y., 
1925, p. 1340. 
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lections, in 1913. Here they are borrowed from the 

appendix of Browning's Poetical Works, Macmillan edition.^ 

As we look at these revisions, we notice that at no point 

is the alteration sufficient to cast an obvious influence 

of Miss Barrett's on the original treatment. For the 

most part her suggestions are directed to the removal of 

an incorrect word or phrase, to the clearing up of an 

obscure passage, to the removal of a suddenly short, 

abrupt line, or, as in the case of "Luria", to the use 

of the direct rather than the inverted order in the line. 

Almost every critical remark that she gives is ac

companied by her praise of the poem as a whole, of its 

beauty and melody, or of its splendid vigorous force; and 

over and over she seems delighted with the grotesque 

rhymes, a thing in which Browning excels. At no time is 

she dogmatic. She insists that he shotild be the one to 

decide as to whether her suggestions are of any value, 

and that his judgment of the matter far excels hers. 

Browning saw fit to accept her criticisms, however, per

haps because he sensed a weakness in his poetry which he 

wished to overcome. Occasionally the revised line pre

sents no obvious improvement over the original; usually, 

however, the reader will note that the meaning is less 

6 Pp. 1341-1350. 
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obscure, or that the rhythm is more pleasant to the ear 

In the revised line. 

In her annotations Miss Barrett first commented up

on the poem »The Tomb at Saint Praxed's", now called "The 

Bishop Orders His Tomb at Saint Praxed's Church". She 

thought it was a wonderful poem. "You force your reader 

to synqpathize positively in his glory in being buriedl"^ 

She made some stiggestions as to the removal of obacxire 

phrases, as in lines 18 and 19: 

Old Grandolf came me in, despite my care. 

For a shrewd snatch from out the comer South. 

She thought it might improve the line to remove the in

correct expression, "came me in". The lines are now 

written: 
Old Grandolf cozened me, despite my care; 
Shrewd was that snatch from out the comer South. 

She was especially delighted with the lines: 

And then how I shall lie through centuries. 

And hear the blessed mutter of the mass. (11. 60-61) 

Miss Barrett's enthusiastic response to this poem has 

been repeated by critics on down until the present time, 

and it is now ranked as one of his finest dramatic 

monologues. In his Modem Painters, Raskin said about 

the poem: "It is nearly all that I have said of the 

central Renaissance in thirty pages of the Stones of 

7 Poetical Works, Macmillan edition, p. 1343. 
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Venice, put into as many lines. Browning's also being 

the antecedent work".^ This is an example of the many 

instances in which Miss Barrett was able to point out, 

even from this new poet, those poems which wotad one 

day come to stand out as representative of his genius. 

In the poem "The Flower's Name" Miss Barrett ob

jected to line 16, "But this—so sxirely this met her 

eye." The singular "eye" seemed distasteful to her, 

"especially when it is a Spanish eye I" The present 

line, "But yonder, see, where the rock plants lie I", 

may appeal to the average reader more than the original, 

for the reason that Miss Barrett gave. The original 

line 37, "Flower, you Spaniard, look you grow not", be

comes, "Flower, you Spaniard, look that you grow not". 

In the same stanza, a clogged line, "Mind the pink shut 

mouth opens never", was given this word arrangement, 

"Mind the shut pink mouth opens never". Instead of the 

Interrogative foim in the last line, "Roses, are you so 

fair after all?" Miss Barrett preferred the statement, 

"Roses, ye are not so fair after all". The reason for 

this objection is not obvious. Perhaps she felt the 

original lacked the force of the latter reading. 

8 Vol. IV, P. 380, quoted from W.C. DeVane, A 
Browning Handbook, p. 151. "* 
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Another favorite poem of Miss Barrett's was 

"Sibrandus Schafnaburgensis". She especially liked it 

because it was something new and fresh, and, as she 

remarked, "so full of creeping, crawling, grotesque 

life." In regard to lines 11-14: 

As if you had carried sour John Knox 
lo the play-house at Paris, Vienna or Munich, 
Fastened him into a front-row box. 

And danced off the ballet with trousers and tunic. 

she commented that she thought it almost reproachable 

in him "to hold up John Knox to derision in this way."^ 

These lines remain as they were in the original. In 

regard to line 10, "And under the Arbustus and lau-

rustine", she believed the plural form "arbustus" in

correct. The line now reads "And under the arbute 

and laurustine". According to the modem spelling of 

the term. Browning's original line here is correct. A 

slight increase in line 46, "Oh, the droppings have 

played their tricks" is noted in the revised line, "Oh, 

well the droppings have played their tricks". Miss 

Barrett approved of the effect of the abrupt expressions 

In the original lines 59 and 60, but doubted as to v^ether 

it would be wise to place this great a burden on the 

reader. Also she thou^t the rhythm might be improved 

9 Poetical Works, Macmillan edition, p. 1342. 
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tipon In those lines: 

While slowly our poor friend's leaves were 
swamping. 

Clasps cracking, and covers suppling. 

As they are now written, the lines reveal the meaning 

more quickly: 

While slowly our poor friend's leaves were swaniping. 
And clasps were cracking and covers suppling. 

©le Boy and the Angel", which depicts one of 

Browning's favorite themes—God's need for humble human 

praise—was a favorite of this early group with Miss 

Barrett. She objected to some abruptly short couplets 

in this serene ballad, desiring that the peacefully flow

ing rhythm of the lines be unbroken. Her suggestions 

here usually result in a sllgjitly longer, more rhythmic 

line that appears more in keeping with the balance of 

the poem in theme and in form. The first line of the 

poem originally read, "Morning, noon, eve and ni^t". 

The revised line breaks the nat\iral order of the periods 

of the day, but by placing the words of two syllables 

first, the line gains in grace and beauty, "Morning, 

evening, noon and ni^t." An improvement was also made 

In the original lines 13 and 14: 

As if thy voice today 
Were praising God, the Pope's great way. 

by increasing the length of the first line to equal that 
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of the second in the couplet: 
•k. 

As well as if thy voice today 
Were praising God, the Pope's great way. 

Likewise, lines 27 and 28 were found to be abruptly 

short: ' 

Entered the empty cell 

And played the craftsman well. 

These were revised to read: 

Entered in flesh the empty cell 

Lived there, and played the craftsman well. 

Such revisions as these in no way improve upon the 

original meaning of the lines, but offer a much more 

pleasing effect to the whole poem. Browning obviously 

had no reason for Introducing these abrupt expressions, 

except that the matter of pleasant rhythm was one that 

he carelessly overlooked. Miss Barrett readily grasped 

the meaning of line 46, but thought it might present a 

difficulty in reading that he would do well to avoid: 
To the east with prayer he turned 
And in the angel burned. 

!Qiis couplet is now much clearer in meaning: 

To the east with praise he turned 
And on his sight the angel burned. 

The poem originally ended as follows: 

Go back and praise again 
The early way, while I remain. 

Be again the boy all curl'd 
I will finish with the world. 
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Theocrite grew old at home, 
Gabriel dwelt in Peter's dome. 

Bliss Barrett objected to these closing stanzas, thinking 

them weak and indefinite and lending nothing to the mean

ing of the poem. Ŝhe questioned the correctness of the 

expression, "The boy all curl'd", s-uggesting that the 

word "becurled" might be used here, but the use of the 

verb at all in this way displeased her. She commented 

that this "noble, fine ballad" deserved every attention 

to make the closing stanzas equal in power to the balance 

of the poem. They were revised to read as follows: 

Go back and praise again 
The early way, while I remain. 

With that weak voice of our disdain. 
Take up creation's pausing strain. 

Back to the cell and poor employ: 
Resume the craftsman and the boy I 

Theocrite grew old at home: 
A new pope dwelt in Peter's dome. 

One vanished as the other died: 
They sotight God side by side. 

In regard to the poem "The Laboratoiy", the poem 

which was the subject of Dante Gabriel Rosetti's first 

water color. Miss Barrett recommended some slight 

changes. In order to secure a more even rhythm she 

asked that line 34, "The soul from those strong grey 

eyes—say no", be written, "The soul from those 
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masculine eyes—say no". Although the meter is im

proved, we wonder if the revised line does not lose the 

vivid picture of the original. A very minor change was 

made in line 38, "Could I keep them one half minute 

fixed, she'd fall". It was revised to read, "Could I 

keep them one half minute fixed, she would fall.", and 

in line 40, "Not that I bid you spare her pain", now 

reads, "Not that I bid you spsire her the pain". The 

original line 59 seemed clogged, "But brush the dust 

off me, lest horror then springs". This revision is 

given, "But brush this dust off me, lest horror it brings." 

In addition to those poems just considered, the 

following seven poems were criticized by Miss Barrett 

soon after they were sent to her in manuscript by the 

author in the autumn of 1845. The first poem of this 

group upon which Miss Barrett commented was "How They 

Brought the Good News from Ghent to Aix." She was 

thoroughly delighted with the poem. "You have the very 

trasapllns and breathing of the horses all through." She 

believed he had definitely placed the sentiment in the 

right place, and had very well handled the difficult 

business of the three horses and the three individuali

ties, letting Roland carry the news on through triumphant

ly, "The leaping up of the sun afterwards, and the 

cattle standing back against him, and staring through 
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the mist at the rider—all that,—I do not call it Picture, 

because it is so much better; it is the very s\m and mist 

and cattle themselves I" Bat best of all she liked Roland, 

"with one sharp ear bent back and the other pricked out"; 

she thought him such a "livlngly galloping horse". She 

said Browning shotild also be very proud of his skillf\il 

use of the word gallop and the galloping rhythm. "No

body can forget it who has looked at it once."^^ 

At her suggestion, line 13, "Lockeren, the cocks 

crew and twilight seemed clear", became clearer in mean

ing with the use of the word "dawned" for "seemed", as 

in"Lockeren, the cocks crew and twilight dawned clear". 

In the last stanza, line 44 was originally phrased, "That 

they saved to have drunk our duke's health in but 

grieved." Miss Barrett thought this seemed a bit im

perfect. This line was removed and in its stead the line, 

"Which (the burgeses voted by common consent)" was 

written. 

©le poem which Mjss Barrett more severely criti

cized than any other was "Time's Revenges". She thought 

it needed more revision than any other poem sent to her, 

although she included her usual appreciation of the 

conception of the poem. For lines 7 and 8: 

10 Ibid., p. 1345. 
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He does though; and if some vein 
Were to snap tonight in this weary brain, 

she suggested: 

He does himself though; and if some vein 
Were to snap tonight in this heavy brain. 

In lines 9 and 10: 

Tomorrow month, if I lived to try, 

I should just turn roimd nor ope an eye. 

Miss Barrett objected to the expression "nor ope an 

eye." Also, she thought the phrase "living to try" 

might be improved upon. The lines were revised, but 

Browning chose to leave the latter expression, as we 

notice in the present reading: 
Tomorrow month, if I lived to try. 
Round should I just turn quietly. 

Miss Barrett remarked in her annotations that she ob

jected to these lines: 

As all my genius, all my learning 
Leave me, where there's no returning. 

She thought they were weak and indefinite, and insisted 

that Browning woxQd do well to revise them. From a 

copy of the poem taken from Bells and Pomegranates, 1841-

46, (borrowed for use here from the Browning Collection, 

Baylor University Library) we learn that the poem 

originally contained sixty-eight lines. It now appears 

with sixty-six lines, the above lines, lines 55 and 56, 

being omitted. In line 63, "And purchase her the dear 
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invite", she protested zealously agsiinst the word 

"invite", as it was used in this line. The line now 

reads, "And make her one whom they invite". 

The poem "Efagland in Italy", now called, "The 

Snglishman in Italy", was revised in a number of places, 

usiially for the sake of the rhythm. Instead of the 

original lines 7 and 8: 

While I l"all you asleep till he's o'er 
With his black in the skies. 

she suggested the present reading: 

Let me keep you amused till he vanish 
In black from the skies. 

In this poem she again discourages Browning's tendency 

to introduce occasionally a short line, as is seen by 

these revisions: 

ioriginal) 'Twas time, for your long dry autumns, revised) Time for rain, for your long hot dry 
autumn, (1. 13) 

(original) What was in store, 
(revised) What change was in store, (1. 34) 

(original) Back to my side, 
(revised) So back, to a man. (1. 70) 

(original) Ever some new head and breast of them. 
(revised) For, ever some new head and breast of 

them. (1. 183) 

(original) All's silent and grave, 
(revised) All is silent and grave. (1. 194) 

(original) Greenly as ever. 
(revised) As greenly as ever. (1. 198) 
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(original) Years cannot sever. 
(revised) No ages can seVer. (1.200) 

(original) Watches bosom-higji and steady, 
(revised) Watches breast-high and steady,(1.206) 

(original) When shall we sail there together, 
(revised) Shall we sail round and round them, 

close over, (1. 213) 

(original) That ruffle the gray sea-water 
(revised) That ruffle the gray glassy water. 

(1. 216) 

(original) The square black tower on the largest, 
(revised) On the largest the strange square black 

turret. (1. 219) 

(original) Oh seel The sun breaks o'er Calvano 
Strikes the great gloom. 

(revised) Ah seel The sun breaks o'er Calvano 
He strikes the great gloom (11.230-231) 

foidginal) And now come out, you best one. revised) All is over. Wake up and come out 
now. (1. 245) 

The only instance in which Miss Barrett objected to 

Browning's use of rhyme is in the line, "The priests 

mean to stamp", which was written to rhyme with the 

line, "Be carried in pomp". She made the comment, "I 

object to that rhyme—III" The line now reads, "The 

priests mean to ston^)." (1. 282) Miss Barrett detected 

an obscurity in lines 189-191: 

How the soft plains they look on and love so 
As they would pretend 
Tower beneath them—lower. 

The revised lines read: 
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How the soft plains they look on, lean over 
And love (they pretend) 

Cower beneath them, the flat sea-pine conches. 

At the close of her criticisms, she gave this praise 

of the poem: "For giving the sense of Italy, it is 

worth a whole librai»y of travel books. "12 

Pew comments were made conceming the poem "Italy 

in England", now entitled "The Italian in England". 

She thought it a serene, noble poem, with a heroic 

repose in it. She offered a criticism of lines 121 and 

122: 
I would grasp Mettemich until 

I felt his throat and had my will. 

She detected a weakness in "had my will", as if it 

were, "I would what I would". This revision was made: 
I would grasp Mettemich until 
I felt his red wet throat distil. 

This revision brought a much more vivid line into the 

poem, as well as dispensing with the weak expression. 

In the poem "Pictor Ignotus", Miss Barrett found 

a niamber of lines that co\ild be Improved upon. She in

sisted that the poem was "so fine, so full of power, as 

to claim every possible attention to the working of it; 

it begins greatly, grandly, and ends so—the winding up 

12 Ibid., p. 1344. 
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winds up the soul in it".13 She also thought the versi

fication very good, and ranked it with his finest poems 

of this length. She was especially impressed with lines 

19 and 20: 

Or Rapture drooped her eyes, as when her brood 
Pull down the nesting dove's heart to its place; 

A few alterations were suggested for the purpose of 

removing unpoetic expressions. She suggested a revision 

of line 27, "Ever new hearts made beat and bosoms swell." 

This line became, "As, making new hearts and bosoms 

swell". A change was suggested in line 33, "And then to 

reach my home, where age should greet". We find this 

was altered to read, "Till it reached home, where Is amed 

age should greet." There was originally an obscurity 

in line 50, "These men may buy us, sell us, take and 

give", which arose from the vague reference of pronoun 

"us", meant to refer to pictures. Although she saw the 

meaning herself. Miss Barrett wished him to trust the 

reader with as few obscure passages as possible. She 

recommended this line, "These buy and sell our pictures, 

take and give." 

As a companion-piece to the poem "The Laboratory", 

discussed earlier in this paper, "The Confessional" was 

written and a3sio submitted to Miss Barrett in the manu-

15 Ibid. 
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script. Qie suggested a slight change in line 44, "With 

love and truth his brow was bright," that might eliminate 

the use of the expression "brow was bright." This now 

reads, "With love and truth his brow seemed bri^t." 

Her main objection was made in regard to line 66, "And 

lol—there smiled the father's face." It seemed strange 

to her that the girl should be able to see the father's 

face at all in the shadow of the scaffold. She added the 

remark that Browning himself knew best about this, and 

he should not take her suggestion unless he agreed 

entirely with her. He altered the line but slightly, 

"Where, lo, on high, the father's face." 

Browning included with the short poems just con

sidered, the first nine sections of his poem "Saul". 

Miss Barrett made textual criticisms conceming these 

sections and they were revised. Later there were ten 

new sections added to these first nine, and in 1863 

it was placed in Dramatic Lyrics, ?diere it is found 

today. Miss Barrett thought the poem full of power and 

beauty, with a very striking conception. She remarked 

that she thought it was beautifully true that David's 

song should begin with the sheep. The entrance of 

David into the tent, with his youthful activity, im

pressed her as being very visible and characteristic. 
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The shaking of the tent from the shudder of the King, 

and the jewels waking in his turban, she thought very 

fine. She suggested a few minor changes, usually to 

avoid an abruption in the meter. To her notion, the long 

lines should continue with no interruption. In the fourth 

nine of the poem, "Nor till from his tent," was changed 

to "Nor until from his tent", and line 7, "For in the 

black mid-tent silence three drear days", was lengthened 

slightly, "For out of the black mid-tent's silence, a 

space of three days." Often only one word was added to 

avoid making the line too short and abrupt ; as in line 

25, "Something more black than the blackness", there is 

the addition of the article "a", "A something more 

black than the blackness", and in line 27, "Then a sun

beam burst thro' the tent roof, showed Saul", a word is 

also added, "Then a sunbeam that burst thro' the tent 

roof, showed Saul". Lines 41 and 42: 

One after one seeks its lodging, as star follows 
star 

Into the blue far above us, so blue and so far I 

were revised to read: 

And now one after one seeks its lodging, as star 
follows star 

Into eve, and the blue far above us—so blue, so 

far I 

To line 56, "Would we might help thee my brother?" Miss 

Barrett suggested that the use of ^Oh" would serve to 

throw a wail into the line which i&ight be effective 
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here, making it read, "Oh would we might help thee my 

brother?" Lines 57 and 58 were altered to clarify the 

meaning of the original: 

Of the marriage,—first go the young maidens, 
__ , next she whom we count 
The beauty, the pride of our dwelling—and then, 

the great march. 

Here the expression, "Whom we count the beauty", was 

written, "Whom we vaunt as the beauty". She thought 

line 62 very fine, "But I stopped—for here, in the 

darkness Saul groaned", and thought it might be strength

ened if written, ^But I stopped here—for here in the 

darkness Saul groaned". Line 78, "The water was wont 

to go warbling softly and well," now reads, "That the 

water was wont to go warbling softly and well," and for 

line 91, "and promise and wealth for the future beyond 

the eye's scope", she suggested, "Present promise and 

wealth of the futtire beyond the eye's scope". 

After reading the first nine sections of the poem. 

Miss Bai*rett tirged that he go on with it, but Browning 

seemed dissatisfied with the results of this part. She 

suggested it be printed as a fragment in the Dramatic 

Romances and this was done. The second part was probably 

written in 1852-53. The writing of the two religious 

poems "Christmas-Eve and Easter-Day" caused him to solve 

the religious problems which concerned him and gave him 
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his clue to the conclusion of "Saul".!^ The advance 

in religious fervor in the last part has been thought 

to be due largely to Mys. Browning's influence, whose 

religious spirit cast a subtle but strong influence on 

all her associates, and especially on her husband. 

The two plays, "A Soul's Tragedy" and "Luria", 

included in the manuscript sent to Miss Barrett, formed 

the eighth and last part of the Bells and Pomegranates 

series y^hen it appeared in 1846. In regard to the first 

poem, "A Soul's Tragedy" a few suggestions for revisions 

were made. In line 75, Browning had made the error, 

"One who don't forego". She suggested that he use 

"doesn't" or "won't". The line now reads, "One v/ho 

won't forego". In line 95, "Who's me?" became "What's 

me?". Lines 159-162 originally read: 

Was't not enough that I must strive, I said 
To grow so familiar with all you 
As find and take some way to get you—which 
To do, an age seemed far too little— 

At her suggestion these lines were revised to read: 

Was't not enough that I must strive (I saw) 
To grow so familiar with your charms 
As next contrive some way to v/in them:—which 
To do, an age seemed far too brief— 

The original line89, "Nor missed a cloak from wardrobe, 

nor a dish from table", was made to read, "Nor missed 

14 According to W.C. DeVane in A Browning Hand
book, p. 227. 
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a cloak from wardrobe, dish from table". 

When Browning had conqpleted this play he felt that 

it was an inferior work and decided that he would post

pone the publication of it. When Miss Barrett read it, 

she wrote to him uiging that it was worthy of publica

tion, and she thought it should raise his reputation as 

a poet and as a thinker. She ranked it even above the 

play "Luria", and wished to see him publish the two to

gether,— "and do observe how excellently balanced the 

two will be, and how the tongue of this next silver Bell 

will swing from side to side".!^ 

When Miss Barrett first read the play "Luria" she 

praised it enthusiastically, but objected to the un-

heroical suicide of Luria. In regard to her textual 

criticisms, they, for the most part, deal with the dis

couragement of Browning's trick of inversion, practiced 

frequently in the lines. She insisted that the direct, 

siinple order of the line gave the reader at a glance 

that which he would have to seek studiously in the in

verted line. In her criticisms she addresses the poet 

as "0, you inverter", and remarked that he set his reader 

to thinking, but sent him to the dictionary as well. 

15 Letters of Robert and Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning, I, 641. 
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Occasionally her s\iggestion calls for only the addition 

of a word or some slight change in the choice of the 

word; however, throughout her criticisms here, we see 

the frequent request that the inversion of the lines be 

eliminated. In comparing the original lines Y/ith the 

revised foim, we see that she did a good service in 

pointing out the fact that greater force is given by 

directness. 

Original 

And vaunted Luria, 
Luria, who but he? 

Which pass not, to your
self no question put 

If as you bid this sen
tence they pronounce. 

Prom the adoring array at 
his back 

If in the struggle, when 
the soldier's sword 

Before the statist's hand 
shoxad sink its point 

So shall in him rebellion 
be less guilt 

And punishment for me the 
easier task 

Even these reasons while I 
urge them most 

And which it took for 
earnest 

Revised 

And vaunted Luria, whom but 
Luria, still,(1,31) 

Which pass not, pass not, 
ere you ask yourself, 

(I, 79) 

If they pronounce this sen
tence as you bid, (1,86) 

From that adoring array at 
his back (I, 90) 

If in the struggle when 
the soldier's sword 

Should sink his point be
fore the statist's pen. 

(I, 141-42) 

so shall rebellion be less 
guilt in him 

And punishment the easier 
task for me (I, 171-72) 

Why, all these reasons, 
while I urge them most, 

(I, 205) 

All which it took for 
eamest (I, 218) 
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Florence, to feel, in 
someone over me 

r 

Yes, and how worth note, 
the truly great ones 

Convinces me, no child's 
play was the past 

Now make the duplicate if 
'- this should fail. 

And presently will work, 
so plays— 

Well Florence, shall I 
reach thee, pierce thy 

heart 
Thro' all the safeguards, 
pass 'twixt all the play 

Of arrowy wiles. 

Nor man's device, nor 
heaven to keep in mind 

The wickedness forgot too 
soon, 

Sut thy own heart, —'tis 
"̂  Hell, I trust and thee 

And this wild mass of rage 
that I prepare, 

Luria to launch against 
thee. 

For the expected wreath the 
strange blow came; 

When Florence on plain fact 
pronouncing so 

Could to such actions such 
an end decree—for mort 

le mort. 

—Not one 
Possible way of getting his 

fair fame; 

I should have felt, in 
someone over me (1,267) 

Yes, and how worthy note, 
that these same great 
ones (I, 302) 

Convinces me the past was 
no child's play (1,315) 

Now make a duplicate, lest 
this should fail, (1,321) 

And presently will wjork, so, 
meantime, plays.(1,331) 

Well Florence, shall I 
reach thee, pierce thy 

heart 
Thro' all its safeguards? 

Hate is said to help— 
(II, 1-2) 

Nor man's devices nor 
Heaven's memory 

Of wickedness forgot on 
earth so soon. 

But thy own nature,—Hell 
and thee I trust,(11,10) 

Grace but this Luria,— 
this wild mass of rage 

I have prepared to laimch 
against thee now.(11,16-17) 

The strange blow came for 
the expected wreath; 

(II, 24) 

Could Florence, on plain 
fact, pronouncing thus. 

Judge Porizio's actionr 
worthy such reward. 

(II, 29-30) 

In which no way of getting 
his fair fame; (11,33) 
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And either way, the fight's And, whatso'er the fight's 
event he keeps event he keeps (II, 129) 

Pisa's last safeguard, all Us her last safeguard, all 
to intercept that intercepts 

The rage of her implacablest The rage of her iii5)lacablest 
of foes foes 

Prom Pisa. Prom Pisa. (II, 149) 

Of love and trust Florence Of love and trust Florence 
was first to throw, was first to throw. 

Made you her own, not Pisa's, Which made you hers, not 
void the scale. 

That as they know my deeds, 
with me they deal 

The palm trees and the pyra
mid o'er all 

Treachei*y even-that such 
an one say 

Each reasoning cast a brain 
to yield 

He goes on like the brute 
he is against 

It falls before him, or he 
dies in his course. 

Just when you left them 
blacks and whites you'll 

find, 

Yotir tricks with me too 
well succeed for that. 

Duty to do 0 have I, and 
faith to keep. 

How thinkst thou?—I have 
turned on them their 

arms. 

Pisa's, void the scale. 
(II, 210) 

Sure, as they know my deeds 
they deal with me (II, 278) 

The palm trees and the pyra** 
mid over all (11,288) 

Treachery even. Say that 
one of you (11,335) 

Each reasoning ^ich, to 
reach, burnt out a 
brain. (Ill, 173) 

He goes against it, like 
the brute he is. 

It falls before him, or he 
dies in his course. 

(II, 387) 

You find just where you 
left them, blacks 

and whites, (IV, 16) 

Your tricks succeed with 
me too well for that. 

(IV, 59) 

I have to do my duty, keep 
my faith, (IV, 65) 

How thinkst thou?—I have 
turned that light on 
them. (IV, 166) 
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A transient thing was this 
our thirst of war. 

Even affects the other 
coxirse to choose 

As greater now who better 
still hath been 

Whose lambent play so all 
innocuous seemed 

The everlasting minute of 
creation 

Arrested— 

They called our thirst of 
war a transient thing. 

(IV, 176) 

Even will affect the course 
you choose (V, 78) 

As greatest now, who ever 
were the best. 
(V, 219) 

That seemed innocuous in 
their lambent play 

(V, 269) 

The everlasting minute of 
creation 

Is felt there— (V, 281) 

With these comments on "Luria", the last selection 

in the group sent to her. Miss Barrett closed her textual 

criticisms, adding the note that she hoped he wo\ild 

accept them only for their worth, if he could find them 

of any value, and that he would dismiss those which 

seemed to him of no significance. She stated that she 

had put down every impression that came to her as she 

read. 

Miss Barrett also made several comments of a general 

nature, many of them have already been given in this 

chapter, bearing on the poems which Browning was writing 

and preparing for the press during the years of his 

correspondence and courtship with her. The most sig-
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nifleant influence of these comments pertains to the 

three poems: "Here's to Nelson's Memory", "Home Thoughts 

from the S^a", and "Home Tl̂ oughts from Abroad". In a 

letter written in October of the year 1845, Miss Barrett 

stated this request: 

I was asked the other day by a very young 
friend of mine—the daughter of an older friend 
who once followed you upstairs in this house— 
for 'Mr. Browning's autograph'. She wants it 
for a collectioh—for her album—and will you 
write out a verse or two on one side of note 
paper—one verse will do. It need not be of 
manuscript rarity.i^ 

Five days later she wrote thanking him for the verses: 

Your spring-song is full of beauty as you 
know very well—and 'that's the wise thrush', so 
characteristic of you (and of the thrush too) that 
I was sorely tempted to ask you to write it 'twice 
over',—and not send the first copy to Mary Hunter, 
notwithstanding my promise to her. And when you 
come to print these fragments, would it not be well 
if you were to stoop to the vulgarism of prefixing 
some word of introduction, as other people do, you 
know—a title—a name?i*7 

She further stated that such fragments printed without 

a title were perplexing to the reader and thereby lost 

much of their beauty; as in this case, the line "Oh, to 

be in England" raised a doubt in the reader's mind, 

since there was no word of introduction. Bi*owning wrote 

her that he would devise a title, and that he could see 

16 Ibid., I, 227. 
17 TMd., I, 229. 
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her point of view. The title devised for this poem was 

•^ome Thoughts from Abroad". Two other poems which he 

had intended including as only fragments of verses, with 

numbers instead of titles, were, "Home Thought from the 

Sea", and "Here's to Nelson's Memoiy". She protested 

that "those long, beautiful sea lines" deserved more 

than a number, and urged that he set these verses up as 

poems with titles also. When these three pieces appeared 

in print they were given their present place as poems. 

They are generally admired today, and it is agreed that 

they should never have been cheated of their rightful 

place of significance. 

Thus we see that Elizabeth Barrett had a definite 

place in these early poems of Robert Browning, not only 

through her encoriragement of his poetic genius, but th3?o\agh 

her critical efforts, which, to say the least, inspired 

a cautious note in this young poet, who, because of his 

lively, vigorous manner, had a tendency to plunge for

ward, with little regard for form. In regard to the 

value of her critical remarks, Kenyon makes this ob

servation: 

The textual criticism of Brov/ning cannot 
have quite the same value as that of an artist in 
words, such as Tennyson, the lessons of whose 
fastidious taste are so well brought out in his 
son's biography. Nevertheless, there is interest 
in tracing the development of his power of self-
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18 Macmillan edition, C£. cit., p. 1327. 

expression from the turbid waters of "Pauline" 
and the tangled thickets of "Sordello" up to the j 
supreme mastery of thought and phrase which marks i 
the fifty Men and Women of 1855, and which endured ! 
through the finest poems of "Dramatis Personae" 
to the best books of The Ring and the Book. And | 
in the fragments of the story which have been 
offered to the sympathetic reader there is the 
further interest that they form an episode in the 
beautiful idyll of the love of Elizabeth Barrett 
and Robert Br owning. i8 

" In regard to any criticisms or revisions made after 

Miss Barrett became the wife of Browning, we have no re-

cords, since the two were constantly together and there 

was no occasion for correspondence between them. We | 

may easily believe, however, from her influence exerted 

during these two years of their courtship, that she must 

have profoundly affected those poems written after their 

marriage. 
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POEMS INSPIRED BY MRS. BROWNING 

Some of the best of Browning's poems were written 
• «• 

either directly to his wife or were inspired by his love 

for her and by their association. Among these we find 

the poet's treatment of the subjects of love, the ri^t 

of personal privacy, religion, immortality, and the sub

ject of spiritualism, the one matter upon which the poets 

seriously disagreed. 

Probably the poem most favored by Browning's ad

mirers is that directly addressed to his wife—"One 

Word More", the dedicatory poem in his volume Men and 

Women. In the original manuscript Browning called the 

poem "A Last Word to E.B.B."i His eagerness to dedicate 

a poem to his wife had been increased by her presentation 

of "The Sonnets from the Portuguese", in which she ex-

pressed her love and gratitude to him. This dedication 

was his return gift to her. He placed the poem at the 

end of the volume, letting it serve as an epilogue, and 

no doubt the theme of the poem came to him as he thought 

of an appropriate dedication to her. The poem explains 

1 W.C. DeVano, A Browning Handbook, p. 244. 
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how all artists wish to depart from their usual means 

of expression and in a special way, do something "once 

and only once, and for one only". The painter Rafael, 

who wrote a volume of sonnets for only one to see; Dante, 

who painted an angel to please Beatrice—these two artists 

revealed their so\ils in a medium not their own; but the 

world would rather see this work than all the Madonnas 

or a "fresh JEnfemo". Any man who loves one among thou

sands envies the dumb camel in the desert who keeps a 

reserve of water to save his own life, but stands ready 

to deliver it to his mistress. Browning, like the other 

artists, would like to paint a picture, carve a statue, 

or compose music that would express his love for his wife, 

but he has only verse to offer. The one resource left 

him is to write this once as he has not written before— 

"Lines I write the first time and the last time." He 

composes these lines in rimeless five-foot trochaics, a 

meter in which he wrote no other poem, and with them he 

gives her his fifty men and women. Now he, like all of 

God's creatures. 

Boasts two soul-sides, one to face the world 
with. 

One to show a woman when he loves 
herl (11. 185-186) 

He stands with the world and praises her, but he sees 
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her as the world cannot, and his real worship comes 

when he steals away from all others in the twilight, 

"Where I hush and bless myself in silence." In his 

brain he sings Rafael's sonnet; Dante's angel is home 

on his bosom. .̂  

Bie beauty of this poem lies in its sincerity. Bie 

lines are not only so many beautiful words; they were 

written on the canvas of the poet's life, so that all 

might read them. As a work of art, it is beautiful; as 

an expression of genuine love from the heart, it is im

mortal . 

A poem which is more lyrical and which gives a more 

intimate glimpse of the poet's married life is his poem 

"By the Fireside". A man in his middle life, obviously 

Browning himself, is addressing his wife. Bie setting 

is by the fireside in their home, and he is thinking of 

his approaching old age to which he can now look forward 

with her. He will pursue his studies, and often his 

imagination will take him back to the time yitien they 

were united; at that time he did not anticipate the 

perfect life theirs has been. He will go back to Italy, 

to the scene of the little ruined chapel, "Half-way up 

in the Alpine gorge". He will recall it, with its 

blackish-grey, wet stones, its bit of fresco over the 

porch where the date is written, the bird's song, and 
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the lone sheep which comes to drink at the pond. To 

this little chapel the priest comes occasionally to 

the dozen people gathered from their scattered homes on 

the mountain side. The little church has once had its 

scenes, its joys and crimes, but now it stands in silence. 

As they wander back down the path and cross the bridge 

they experience the "good moment", when just as the 

mountain stream loses itself in the bosom of the lake 

below, their hearts become one, without the trace of a 

scar. Since this love has lifted him spiritually. Nature 

has her best in him and he is fitted for heaven. His 

mind then comes back to them now by the fire. He gives 

a beautiful portrait of her, sitting by the fire, think

ing with him. He praises her beauty, her grey eyes, her 

"dear black hair" and 

—that great brow 
And the spirit-small hand propping it 
Yonder, my heart knows how. (11. 258-260) 

©le ruined chapel and its surrounding scenes were proba

bly viewed by the Brownings on an excursion to Prato 

Piorito in September, 1853. The event described in the 

poem actually took place on 50 Wimpole Street, London. 

By their own fireside in Florence, soon after the ex

cursion, he composed the poem. The name Leonor in the 
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line, "My perfect wife, my Leonor", is taken from the 

devoted wife in Beethoven's opera Fidelio.2 The poem 

is one of Browning's best illustrations of his belief 

in the "good moment", and may be set over against the 

poem "Two in the Campagna", where this moment goes, and 

the lovers fail to attain the perfect understanding 

achieved in ''By the Fireside". 

It is said that it was the custom of Browning, when 

asked for his autograph, to write out the little poem 

"My Star", believed alsto to be a tribute to his wife. 

In this poem he uses the figure of the star as he used 

the moon in the poem "One Word More", in that it reveals 

a side to him that cannot be seen by others who view it 

from another angle. As they gaze beyond it at the Saturn 

above it, he alone has his star. 

What matter to me if their 
star is a world? 

Mine has opened its soul to me; 
therefore I love it. (11. 12-13) 

It is not known when Browning wrote this lyric, but it 

is assigned to the period of his married life in Italy. 

In 1872, eleven years after his wife's death, he placed 

it at the beginning of the volume of his selections made 

from his works. In the line, "Mine has opened its so\il 

2 Ibid., p. 199. 
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to me". Browning repeats what he and his wife commonly 

expressed about each other. The opening of their souls 

to each other without impairing their own individualitje 

was held by them as most valuable in their relationship. 

Without any sacrifice of their own personalities, each 

soul grew in the light of the other, expanding in their 

love for each other. Mrs. Browning's expression of the 

magnitude of her love in her "Sonnets": 

^^'•••'' - ••- J love thee to the depth and "' ' ' 
breadth and height 

my soul can reach.^ 

places almost no limit on her love; his love for her was 

as great. 

Similar to "My Star" is the little untitled lyric 

Which serves as the prologue to "The Two Poets of 

Croisis". Its three short stanzas, written to Mrs. 

Browning, are quoted below: 

Such a starved bank of moss 
Till, that May mom. 
Blue ran the flash across: 
Violets were b o m I 

Sky—what a scowl of cloud 
Till, near and far, 
Ray on ray split the shroud; 
Splendid, a starI 

World—how it walled about 
Life with disgrace 
Till God's own smile came out: 

. ̂  ^ That was thy face I 

3 Sonnets from the Portuguese, 11. 43-44. 

"• ipiT-V"^™ • 1" 
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The longest if not the greatest of Browning's 

works is The Ring and the Book, a poem y^ich in his own 

day made him a national figure, and since 1869, the date 

of its appearance, has been considered the epitome of 

his thought and artistic genius. Taking as his founda

tion the Old Yellow Book, Tufoich he bought for eight pence 

in Florence in 1860, he builds up a poem consisting of 

more than twenty-thousand lines, in which he gives us a 

reading of life with all its tragedy, brightened by his 

own optimistic conception that life is good. 

Part of the title of the poem is taken from Mrs. 

Browning's ring, worn on his watch-chain after her 

death. The ring here typifies the process of transform

ing crude facts into a finished poem, just as the ring 

is made from crude ore. The Old Yellow Book is the 

source for the last part of the title. The conception 

of the poem probably came to Browning four years after 

he pTorchased the book; however, in Book I of the poem 

he relates how in his imagination he reconstructed the 

whole vivid tragedy that night in Casa Guidi after he had 

first read the book. Between this time and the time the 

poem was finished, his wife had died, he had lost his 

father and his wife's sister, and his son had grown up. 

The part of the poem directly related to Mrs. 
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Browning is the closing of Book I, "O Lyric Love", 

which serves as his dedication of the iidiole poem to 

her and as his invocation of her help throughout this 

gigantic task. He asks that she irtio has now taken 

"sanctuary within the holier blue" may lend him her 

grace, her splendor, and her benediction—that she may 

send him some signal that her spirit is with him. His 

eyes cannot reach her, but they yearn for some sign of 

reward which may serve as a blessing to him as he begins 

his song, his due "To God who best taught song by gift 

of thee". (1. 13) 

It is also the belief of many readers of Browning 

that the character Pompilia, whom he transformed from 

the ordinary, unfortunate, pathetic girl in the Old 

Yellow Book to the saint-like figure in his own poem, 

is done in the tender memory of his own wife and her 

recent death. It is true that he has created a beautiful 

character in her truest spirit of womanhood and mother

hood, and her "dying speech of adoring passion for Capon-

sacchi is sublime music, because she was a spiritual 

woman in a glow of exaltation".^ Just how closely Browne 

ing meant to relate her to his own wife we do not know; 

4 W.L. Phelps, Browning, How To Kiow Him, pp. 45-46. 
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it is perhaps safe to say that the memory of her death 

oast its shadow on the dying speech of this character. 

In writing to a friend shortly after the passing of his 

wife. Browning relates that to his inq\iiry as to how she 

felt just before her death, she replied, "Beautiful". 

It is said that Browning, "vAien reading from fhe Ring and 

the Book to various social gatherings in Ehgland, most 

often chose to read "Pompilla".^ 

After his wife's death Browning frequently dedicated 

his works to her. Another poem which is written for this 

purpose is the "Prologue" to the Pachiarotto volume. The 

poem is definitely a personal utterance of his love for 

her, and it bears no close relation to the rest of the 

volume. The poet pictures himself inrprisoned on a long 

midsummer day, his feet on a red brick wall clothed in 

green vines. Wall upon wall lie between him and her 

spirit but he feels her presence. He will hold on and 

hope hard and send his spirit, though cloistered fast, 

forth to her. 

One of Browning's most interesting poems is The 

Glove", in which he gives a new turn to an old story. 

This piece is one of the poet's first attexnpts at case-

making; here he makes a case for the lady in the story. 

5 W.C. DeVane, o£t cit.i V* 307. 
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This new interpretation is the part of the poem re

lated to the poet's own experience with Elizabeth 

Barrett about the year 1845. This poem has its found

ation in Leigh Hunt's ballad "The Glove and the Lions", 

and up to a certain point the story is the same, told 

in Browning's original manner in anapaestic meter, with 

couplets rhyming in such delightful Browning rhymes as: 

"fits eyed and pitside"; "rested and best stead"; "once 

stir end monster". 

The scene of the poem is laid in the courtyard of 

King Francis I, who, with the lords and ladies of the 

court, is amusing himself by watching the lions. To 

make sport, the King asks the keeper to release an old 

ferocious lion from his den into the pit. Delorge's 

lady-love overhears the King's remark, "Faith, gentle

men, we are better here than there", and she immediately 

thinks of her opportunity to test the truth of Delorge's 

ardent declarations of his love for her. She drops her 

glove down into the pit beside the lion and asks De-

lorge to rescue it for her. He does so, but upon his 

return,throws the glove in her face. He is applauded 

by the spectators, and King Francis approves of his 

action, saying that mere vanity and not love would 

prompt such a request. Here Browning adds his own 

interpretation to the story. In his own conclusion, the 

TEXAS TECHNOLUUICAL COLLEGt 
LUBBOCK, TEXAS 
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young lady is led from the scene of her shame by a 

youth who has been watching the event and who under

stands her motive—that she must know to whom she is 

intrusting her hand, and that, if the keepers risk 

their lives daily without applause, Delorge should 

have been willing, with all the applause of the lords 

and ladles, to grant her request if his love for her 

was sincere. No one understands her action except 

the youth, whom she later marries. This young man 

may well have been the poet himself in the year 1845, 

when prompted by his love and understanding, he sought 

her out who was withdrawn from a world that failed to 

see her as her true self. For his understanding and 

patience she expresses her deepest gratitude in her 

"Sonnets". (39-40) Probably because the poem was closely 

related to their own situation. Browning did not show 

her "The Glove" with his other poems in the spring, but 

waited until October, by which time he had declared 

his love and desire to marry her. She greatly appreci

ated his new turn to Hunt's story. "And for your 'Glove' 

all women shoiad be grateful", she wrote to him after 

reading the poem. His versification, the realistic 

picture of the lion, and his chivalry as seen in defense 

of the lady, all pleased her greatly.^ The Inversion of 

6 Ibid., p. 165. 
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the moral of the story gives Browning's poem quite a 

delicate psychological interest that is typical of 

many of his works. In sharp contrast to the beauty 

of the lyrical poems, this lively, swift-moving poem 

is another example of the wide scope of this versatile 

poet. 

The one subject upon which Browning and his wife 

really disagreed was spiritualism, her belief in which 

led to his writing the poem "Mr. Sludge, 'the Medium'". 

The poem was probably written soon after the Brownings 

had attended a seance given by an American medium, Mr. 

D.D. Home, the model for lir. Sludge, v/ho was in Italy 

and held seances in the homes of some of Brovming»s 

friends. At the home of the Rymers the group witnessed 

the removing of a wreath from the table and the place

ment of it upon Mrs. Browning's head. Although the ex

periment aroused Browning's suspicion and prompted his 

dislike for Rome, he said nothing then, only coming 

to stanl by his wife's side during the performance. T.Ir. 

Home's thrust at Browning later was that he (Browning) 

hoped that the wreath would be placed on his own brow. 

Browning endeavored to make another appointment with 

Home at the Rymer's but was refused the request. His 

next meeting with Home was at the Brownings' apartment 
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a few days later. At this visit Browning did not hesi

tate to show his contempt for the man and his practices, 

and his rude treatment caused Home to leave in a rage, 

much to Mrs. Browning's distress. His last encounter 

with Home occurred at a party in Paris after Mrs. Brown

ing's death. On being asked what he thought of him. 

Browning gave a reply that caused Homers disappearance 

from the party. 

In the poem Browning first makes a sympathetib case 

for Mr. Sludge, censuring rather those who encourage him 

in his trickeries and lies by believing him. In the 

end, however, he is pictured as an atrocious cheat and 

a despicable character. It is supposed that the poem 

must have been published about 1860, since it is not 

probable that he would have jmblished it after Mrs. 

Browning's death. According to an account by her son, 

Mrs. Browning's belief in spiritualism seemed to have 

weakened before her death, largely because of a discovery 

that she had been duped by a friend in whom she had great 

faith. Browning, who saw no need for miracles in his 

day, was sorely grieved by his wife's belief in them, 

his objection probably arising from his fear that this 

practice might weaken her health, already frail and 

easily impaired by any excitement. He showed no evidence 

7 Ibid., p. 276. 
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of the fear that there might be a mental trance or 

any fatal result pertaining to the mind, as many people 

feared from such practices. The subject was always re

pugnant to Browning, and he usually refused to discuss 

it after his wife's death. 

Browning again definitely pronounces his feeling of 

disapproval in the poem "House", which treats of one's 

right to personal privacy, a subject also developed in 

"At the Mermaid". Browning's dislike for revealing 

one's intimate life to a cxirious public is clearly re

vealed here. At Mrs. Browning's death he gave the public 

those works which he considered were written to be pub

lished. As to her intimate belongings, such as their 

correspondence, he refused to reveal that which he held 

sacred between them. In the poem "House" he attacks a 

prying public uriio are curious to see the inner life of 

other people. He paints a figure of a house destroyed 

by an earthquake. The people then get a full view of 

the inside of it. He praises the head of the household, 

saying he at least kept the inside private until an 

earthquake came. Bi*owning also denoimces the poet who 

reveals his own life in his poems. He himself frequently 

did not uphold this belief in practice. He remarks that 

if Shakespeare, his better, unlocked his heart with a 

key, then, "the less Shakespeare hel" After Browning's 
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first published poem, "Pauline", he had the greatest 

horror of revealing his private life to the public. 

He does this in many instances, but his belief in the 

theory of one's right to personal privacy remains the 

same. In a letter written to his very good friend,Isa 

Blagden, who was in Florence at the occasion of his 

wife's disinterment, Brovming, since he was not to be 

present, asks that she use her influence to avoid any 

needless exposure or publicity. He shows his horror 

of curious, thoughtless spectators on such an occasion. 

"If there be any show, or gratification of stranger's 

curiosity, far better that I had left the turf un

touched".® He felt quite differently in regard to that 

which he thought belonged rightfully to the public. 

When Mrs. Browning presented him with "The Sonnets from 

the Portuguese" she had intended that he keep them for 

himself. He, on the other hand, believed it wrong to 

keep from the world those sonnets which he ranked second 

only to Shakespeare's. Likewise, after her death he 

gathered and published all her poems which had not ap

peared. These he felt were written for and belonged to 

the public. It was only her intimate belongings or 

relations to bjTn that he believed the public should 

leave between them. 

8 Mrs. S. Orr, Life and Letters, p. 336. 
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The only place in which Browning expressed, without 

restraint, his anger and contempt for a person is in the 

poem "A Sonnet to Fitzgerald". This sonnet is almost 

savage in its blow for the poet's outraged affections, 

and his wife's defiled personality. In the year 1889, 

Browning opened the New Letters of Edward Fitzgerald, 

edited by W.A. Wright, and read these lines: 

Mrs^ Browning's death is rather a relief to 
me, I must say; there will be no more "Aurora 
Leigji's" thank Godl A woman of real genius, I know; 
but what is the upshot of it all? She and her sex 
had better mind the kitchen and the children, and 
perhaps the poor. Except in such things as little 
novels they only devote themselves to what men do 
much better, leaving that v/hich men do worse not 
at all.9 

Browning's rage and anger soared to their highest 

when he read this harsh opinion of the one whom he 

held above others in the world. His frank answer to 

Fitzgerald's remark is given below: 

I chanced upon a new book yesterday; 
I opened it, and where ray finger lay 
'Twixt page and uncut page, these words 

I read-
Some six or seven at most—and learned 

thereby 
That you, Fitzgerald, whom by ear and eye 
She never knew, 'Thanked God ray wife was 

dead'. 
Ah deadl and were yourself alive, good Pltz. 
How to retum you thanks would task ray wits. 
Kicking you seems the common lot of curs— 

9 Prances M. Sim, Robert Browning, Poet and 
Philosopher, T.F. Unwin, London, 1925, p.22B. 
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While more appropriate greeting lends 
you grace. 

Surely to spit there glorifies your face-
Spitting from lips once sanctified by hers. 

In his fit of rage Browning sent this sonnet to the 

Athenaeum. After conten?>lating the matter a few days, 

he repented his sudden flame of anger, and wrote to 

the editor asking that he withold the poem from print. 

He also sent a telegram asking him to yrithdraw the lines, 

but the editor delayed the opening of the telegram until 

it was too late to grant the request, and the poem went 

to press. Browning never withdrew it formally, but he 

did not include the sonnet in his collected works, or 

in any volume. It was reprinted in some editions of 

Browning's works, such as in the Fiorentine. It was 

not Browning's desire or custom to be malicious in his 

poetry, and this brutal judgment of Fitzgerald troubled 

him until his death, which occurred five months after 

the publication of his sonnet. Wright, the editor of 

the Fitzgerald letters, offered an apology for his 

neglect to extract these lines from the letters, and 

his apology was published in the Athenaeum of July, 1889. 

This violent reaction of Browning's reveals an unusual 

side of the author. Considering the fact that the poet's 

most sacred affections had been trampled upon, it is 
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only natural that the poet would reveal his anger. The 

unfortunate incident was a severe shock to him, and this 

emotional upset may have hastened his death. 

In sharp contrast to these last three poems, which 

treat of Browning's profo\ind contempt for various matters, 

we have two poems which show his development of the topic 

of religion. Shortly after his acquaintance with Eliza

beth Barrett she began to use her influence to lead him 

to write a poem in which he would speak directly to the 

reader without the use of a speaker between himself and 

his public. She insisted that he should turn his interest 

from the theatre, in which he had been unsuccessful, and 

in which she herself had little interest, and try a long 

moral or religious poem unassociated with dramatic 

qualities, or, as she phrased it, that he should write 

"R.B. a Poem". She wrote to him asking that he "speak 

yourself out of that personality which God made, and 

with the voice which He turned into such power and beauty 

of speech. I don't think that, with all that music in 

you, only your own personality should be dumb".iO ĵ ate 

in the year 1849, Browning began his poems "Christmas-

Bve" and "Easter Day", in which he attempted to speak 

through his own personality on the problems of life and 

10 W.C. DeVane, 0£. cit., p. 177. 
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death, the aspects of religious worship, and the hope 

of the resurrection. 

Browning described himself to Miss Barrett as having 

been "passionately religious" when he was very young. 

His mother was a devout religious character and he at

tended church with her regularly until he reached the 

age of fourteen. At this time he encountered the works 

of Voltaire and Shelley, and under their influence re

volted against his religion and became an atheist for 

the next few years. Through his mother's kindness and 

patience, and through his association with Miss Barrett, 

truly as religious as his mother, he was brought back 

to his first faith and with a broadened point of view. 

His religious faith and his belief in immortality in

creased as he grew older, partially because of his wife's 

devout Christian life, and in his last years we see him 

very firm in his beliefs conceming the power of God and 

life after death. 

In the first of the companion religious poems, 

"Christmas Eve", Browning deals with the simple, the 

ritualistic, and the rational beliefs conceming Christ 

and His relation to man, which represent the contenqjerary 

attitudes of his day. The action of the poem takes place 

on a Christmas Eve, probably a Sunday evening ailso, since 

there is a congregation gathered for worship in the 
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little coTintry church. He is driven into the little 

chapel for want of shelter from the storm which has just 

arisen. Here the simple people, and the stupid preacher, 

who so mangles the gospel in his efforts to deliver it 

to the congregation, disgust him so that he leaves. Once 

more out in the open, he confronts the Christ. He tells 

Him how the worship he has just witnessed falls far short 

of his idea of the beauty and glory of ideal worship. 

He is caught up by the Christ and put down at St. Peter's 

Church at Rome. Here he observes the ritualistic method 

of worship. He criticizes it also, although he does 

jTecognize love and beauty exist there. The emphasis here 

upon the formal ceremony rather than on the Christ Him

self displeases him. He is next taken to a lecture hall 

in Germany ?^ere a professor is giving a discourse on 

the Christ "myth". The lecturer tears the story of the 

Christ to bits, but ends by giving his audience the 

advice that they adore and worship Him as before. He 

dislikes this aspect more intensely than either of the 

others and he resolves to go his way and value religion 

for himself. Again he is caught up and set on the 

little country chapel steps. He enters and finds the 

congregation just as he left them, and the sermon has 

reached its "tenthly and lastly". He decides that here 

is true simplicity bearing the love of God. He will 
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worship with them and will criticize no more. 

Mrs. Browning's influence on his acceptance of 

this Dissenting position as his choice of the three 

prevalent aspects of religious faith in England at the 

time, is revealed in her letter written in 1846 to her 

sister: 

y.̂ crv.*.54-̂ ®̂ ®̂̂ ^̂ ?.''̂ * ̂ ^ ^^^^^ ^ d floats at highest, in all these different theologies— 
, and because the Divine draws souls together, and 

tends to a unity, I could pray anywhere and with 
.- all sorts of worshippers. IWierever you go. in 

religious societies, there is a little to revolt, 
and a good deal to bear with—but it is not other
wise without; and within, you are especially re
minded that God has to be more patient than your
self after all. Still you go quickest there, 
where your sympathies are least ruffled and 
disturbed—and I like beyond comparison best, the 
simplicity of the dissenters.il 

This preference is definitely Browning's in the poem 

"Christmas Eve". In regard to the Catholic position, 

portrayed in his second visit in the poem, he shows 

in many instances his disregard for so much form; how

ever, the beauty of the ritual appealed to ^r^^m and he 

had tolerance enough to see the evidence of lore and 

faith among these worshippers. Brov/ning deals very 

kindly and generously with the Catholics in his The 

Ring and the Book. The third aspect of religious thought 

11 Ibid., p. 179, 

http://dissenters.il
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as portrayed by the lecture given by the Geman "hawk-

nosed, high-cheek boned" professor less pleased Brown

ing than either of the other two. m the Dissenters 

and the Catholics he had found Christianity existed, 

although in a mangled fonn; here he finds it broken up 

entirely. 

In "Easter-Day" he takes up man's direct relations 

to Christ rather than to the various religious creeds. 

Two debaters are presented: one, an easy believer; the 

other, one who thinks it hard to be a Christian. It is 

probable that these two represent Browning's first 

confident belief of his youth and his new harder one 

which may have been brought about partly by the death 

of his mother. Here, in his search for man's grounds 

upon which he might establish his Christian faith, he 

explains, in a picture of a vision, the realms of art, 

intellect, and love. He finds Art faulty because it 

tells only of man's aspirations and limitations and 

does not reach beyond man's limit; Intellect is also 

confined to the earth in that it is dependent upon the 

physical senses which estist only in the earthly flesh; 

Divine Love alone is the true evidence for faith in God, 

Who, through divine love, sent His son to die for men. 

The poem concludes with a magnificent vision of the Day 

of Judgment which appropriately falls on Easter-Day, a 

^ 
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time which reveals the greatest evidence of God's love. 

The spiritual convictions arrived at in these poems 

seemed to settle for the rest of his life Browning's 

firm belief in the omnipotence of a Christ-like God, 

and the power of divine love. In his works after this 

he is never a doubter, but definitely reveals his firm 

convictions about religion. Because she insisted that 

he write the poems, and because of her own devout 

religious faith, we feel that Mrs. Browning had a large 

part in forming these convictions; however, this in

tangible sort of influence cannot justly be measured. 

In his wife's Testament, after her death. Browning 

wrote this translation from Dante: "Thus I believe, 

thus I affirm, thus I am certain it is, that from this 

life I shall pass to another, there, where that lady 

lives of whom my soul was enamo\ired".i2 He portrays 

beautifully his direct statement of this belief in the 

immortality of the soul in the poem "Prospice", wrJt ten 

shortly after his wife's death. Here he expresses the 

courage with which he expects to face the dark moment 

of death, hoping to feel the whole of it clearly, yet 

estimating it in its fullest significance. His usual 

desire to taste life just as it is, even though it 

requires all of his strength and courage, is manifested 

12 Ibid., p. 268. 
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here. He wants to go through this last of life's 

battles with his "eyes open", just as he, a tme 

fighter, has always met his enemy. The reward of this 

one dark moment of despair is intensely heightened by 

his expectation of seeing "her" face again. He is 

positive in his belief that they will be reunited. A 

few days after his wife's death Broi-ming wrote to Miss 

Haworth—"Then came what my heart will keep till I see 

her again and longer—the most perfect expression of, 

her love to me within my whole knowledge".^ In anti

cipating his death he almost never mentions the next 

life but that he is looking forward to their meeting, 

which these lines describe: 

0 thou soul of ray soul I I shall clasp thee again. 
And with God be the rest I (11. 27, 28) 

The mingling of strong dramatic action and suspense with 

the serene, noble faith in the after life makes this 

poem almost insurpassable in its appeal. Because of 

its revelation of the author's great philosophy of 

death and the new life, no person can read the poem 

without receiving an inspiration to face death bravely 

and serenely. Mrs. Browning's recent death inspired 

him to compose this poem, revealing what death would 

13 Mrs. S. Orr, 0£. £it., p. 340. 
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mean to him,and although his own death did not come until 

many years later, he did meet it as nobly and serenely 

as the poem predicted that he would. His anticipation 

of a new life where the limits of this world would be 

removed, and things begun here might be perfected, cast 

a glory over the black moment of death that transformed 

it into a brief battle, ended with the reunion with his 

wife and their eternal life with God. 

The exact number of entire poems or the number of 

lines of poetry occasioned by the poet's love and re

lationship with his wife can not accurately be determined. 

Here we have considered only those poems which bear some 

direct evidence of the influence of Mrs. Browning. In 

regard to the intangible, indirect influence which she 

cast upon the poet's life and his works, each reader of 

Browning will fonmilate his own beliefs. It is suffi

cient to say that an admirer of Browning as a person 

and as a poet, cannot afford to'ignore the peculiarly 

perfect love and union of this pair. 
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CONCLUSION 

The influence which lira. Browning-s words of criti

cism and praise, and which her loving and gentle presence 

exerted on Browning's life and, consequently, on his 

works, can never be measured. As a poet. Browning 

aspired to be a true reporter of life. The poet who 

does this best is the one who lives life to the fullest 

extent. Brovming»s lust for living, for knowing, and 

for reaching out toward something higher was doubtless 

increased by his love and association with Mrs. Browning. 

There is little doubt as to the fact that the theme 

which called forth the fulness of his powers was love, 

the same love which came to Miss Barrett, "pouring 

Heaven into this shut house of life." 

It is believed that the two great facts of life 

which meant most to Browning were the glory of the 

human soul, and the power and beauty of God. In no 

person's life could he have found better evidence of 

the significance of these than that which he read daily 

in the life of Mrs. Browning. Her son tells us in his 

accounts of her that he remembers her as the center of 

their householct—it all revolved around her. The rays 

of her charm and radiance illvimined all it touched v;ith 
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an uplifting spirit. Her husband tells us that hers 

was "the boldest of hearts that ever braved the s\m". 

With this same courageous spirit Browning sings his 

farewell song to us, and in his triuinphant march to 

another day, we see him as: 

One who never turned his back but marched 
breast forward. 

Never doubted clouds would break. 
Never dreamed, though right were worsted, wrong 

would triumph. 
Held we fall to rise, are baffled to fight 

better. 
Sleep to wake.i^ 

As the body of this noble poet was being placed 

in the poet's comer of Y/estminster Abbey, on the last 

day of the year 1889, one of the most impressive parts 

of the ceremony was the rendering of Mrs. Browning's 

hymn, "He Giveth His Beloved Sleep". 

19 Epilogue to Asolando, 11. 11-15 
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